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Logline
A single mother stays for a late shift in the New York diner she works in. As she’s cleaning
up and getting ready to head home to her daughter, she hears about an accident on the
highway that leads to the alleged serial killer “The Suburban Slayer” escape. Soon after, she
finds herself alone and locked inside the diner with strange occurrences happening. She
may not be alone there after all and for her the night becomes a desperate struggle to
survive.

Story Spine
Our story takes place in a New York diner in 1992. We are playing as Sophie, a waitress in
her late 30s. Sophie is a single mother who’s trying to make ends meet by working multiple
shifts while trying to raise Chloe, her 5 year old daughter. This one specific night, Sophie
gets a call from Joe, the manager of the diner. Normally Joe closes up the diner every night
but he can’t make it tonight. Sophie accepts the task and as the last customer leaves she
starts to clean up. Things are going as usual until strange events start to occur. We hear a
radio emergency broadcast. The alleged serial killer known as “The Suburban Slayer” has
escaped from the maximum security prison he was held in and was last seen headed to New
York. Strange knocks, power surges and items disappearing from the diner gets Sophie’s
attention. Meanwhile she gets a phone call from Chloe. She’s telling her that there are
monsters outside their apartment watching her. As Sophie is trying to comfort her, the power
goes out. Sophie starts gathering her things but she realizes that she’s now locked inside the
diner, with all the doors blocked. She starts finding strange notes and realizes that she’s not
alone in the diner anymore. She finds any item that could be useful to her and decides to
escape. She has to survive to get home and make sure Chloe is safe. But first, she has to
make sure that she leaves the diner alive.

Potential Market and Genre
The Dark Shift is a first person narrative adventure game with a heavy emphasis on
interaction mechanics, puzzles and survival. With the come back of narrative driven survival
horror games such as Resident Evil, Darkwood, The Forest, Outlast, Amnesia and the
increasing popularity of narrative walking simulators such as Firewatch and What Remains
of Edith Finch the game will try to blend these 2 genres together to generate a familiar
feeling within an original title. The potential market is men and women aged 16-35 who enjoy
story driven games and are looking for a thrilling adventure with realistic aspects.
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Characters

Sophie
Sophie is the main character for the game. She’s medium height, slim with dark hair and
brown eyes. She doesn’t like dressing fancy and she barely wears any makeup. She likes to
blend in to the crowd and for her New York is the perfect place to do that. She is a hard
worker and she never presses anyone’s toes. Raising her daughter Chloe alone, she spends
most of her time working multiple shifts to save money. Her dream is to be a writer some
day. Late at night when Chloe is asleep, she prepares everything for the next day and sits
down in front of the TV to write short stories. She’s fascinated by thrillers so quite often she’ll
rent slasher movies and watch them at a low volume to get inspired. She’s a strong role
model for Chloe, but quite often she’ll doubt if she’ll be enough for her. She’s willing to do
anything she can to make sure her daughter will have a great childhood. She has a good
relationship with Joe, the owner of the diner because he lets her pick her shifts and keep all
the tips. She also likes Larry, one of the regulars of the diner. He has a calming, father-like
presence in her life. Sophie thinks Chloe won’t survive if anything happens to her, so her
ultimate goal is to get home to her daughter safe and sound. At any cost.

Sophie Animation Test

Sophie

Joe
Joe is the owner of the diner “Giovanni’s”. He’s in his late 50s, medium height with a medium
build. He’s white, has white hair and he has colored eyes. He respects his position as a
manger enough to always wear khaki pants and a shirt, but he never finds enough time to
shave or make his hair. He’s a heavy smoker so quite often he’ll disappear for minutes
outside the back alley and “have some fresh air”. He worked in multiple jobs after returning
from the Vietnam war but he could never find anything that suited him. Finally one of his best
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friends from his platoon offered him a job as a cook in the diner. Years later, after his friend
passed away, he inherited the restaurant as a manager and renovated the whole thing. The
diner is not only his job but it has sentimental value to him. After he divorced his wife, now
he spends most of his time either working at the diner or with his teenage son. He likes
Sophie as an employee and doesn’t mind taking care of Chloe from time to time. His biggest
aspiration is for his son to take over the diner as a family business so he can retire.

Joe

Joe in the diner
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Larry
The loyal customer of the diner. Larry is in his late 60s, tall, white as a ghost with white hair
and he’s very slim. He’s white with colored eyes and even at this age, he spends a lot of time
grooming himself. Always clean shaven, wearing shirts and ties to match with them, he
spends most evenings at the diner drinking. After 28 years of marriage, losing his wife to
cancer a year ago, he doesn’t know what to do alone at home. So he drops by whenever he
can to chit chat with Joe, Sophie and other customers in the diner. A great customer, Larry
never gets too drunk or causes trouble. He always leaves around closing time to walk home
and take care of his plants. He quite often jokes about remarrying with Sophie because she
is “just his type”, and refers to his plants as “his children”. He always tips extra and leaves
gifts for Chloe. Never having kids, he talks about how he’d love to have a daughter like
Chloe back in the day. Larry is the last customer to leave the diner the night of the events.

Gameplay
The game is a first person narrative adventure. Example games & patterns can be;

● Firewatch
○ Inspiration: Narrative focused exploration and dialog trees

● Soma
○ Inspiration: Daunting and heavy atmosphere. Character focused story

development.
● What Remains of Edith Finch

○ Inspiration: Environment story telling and user-friendly interactions.
● Dear Esther

○ Inspiration: Environment and level design. Intuitive path finding and
rewarded exploration.

● Amnesia: Rebirth
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○ Inspiration: Merging exploration and survival. Player driven choices and dark
but appealing atmosphere.

The emphasis is on interaction, solving puzzles, narrative dialog trees and survival. The
players will:

● React with items in the environment to collect important items and gather information
● Use the Items and the information to solve puzzles and proceed
● Go through narrative dialogs with other characters through phone calls
● Try to survive by staying safe from the killer. I.e. avoiding darkness, avoiding risky

choices, following known paths.

Art Style

Visuals
Realistic 3D with an emphasis on late 80s, early 90s noir.

1980s New York Diner
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Inspiration for the interior of the diner

Alternative interior inspiration
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Alternative interior inspiration

Inspiration for the street where the diner is located
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Inspiration for the street

Audio
New retro wave with an emphasis on electronic and indie rock music that will set the mood
for the early 90s theme of the game.

Reference music 1

Reference music 2

Reference playlist

Prototype

Gameplay Mechanics

Movement & Interaction

● The players can move Sophie using the keyboard and the mouse input.
● The players can interact with objects in the environment using left and right mouse

clicks.

The goal is for the players to have player input to help them go around, interact with the
environment and feel immersed in the game’s world.

Showcase:
Movement Mechanics
Different Types of Interactions
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Picking Up Items

● The players can pick up certain items in the environment.
● The important items show a prompt and an explanation on what they will do if used

later on.
● These items are stored in the players inventory so the players can use them later on.

The goal is to help the players think about in which context these items should be used, how
they help the mechanics or solve the puzzles in the level.

Showcase:
Picking Up Items

Inspection

● The players can inspect certain items in the environment.
● These inspectable items can give the players clues or important pieces of the story.
● These inspectable items can be used for world building i.e. a piece of information not

vital to the main story but help the players understand how the world works.
● These inspectable items can help the players construct a solution to a blocker in the

level piece by piece.

The goal is to encourage the players to explore the level and help feel rewarded for doing
so.

Showcase:
Inspecting items

Carrying Items

● The players can carry certain items using in-game physics.
● These items have their own weight so some of them can block the players from

moving in the environment.
● These items can be moved and collected in certain places to achieve in-game

objectives.
● These items can be used to move around to unblock certain entrances, or give the

players better light when the environment is dark.

The goal is to help the players manipulate the environment and in doing so understand how
to use it for their advantage.

Showcase:
Carrying Items

Using Inventory Items

● The players can use the collected inventory items on other objects.
● These items can be used to unlock doors, help players reach more clues to solve

puzzles or survive.
● These items are limited and are placed in the environment to achieve a gameplay

balance.
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● Certain items have to be used to progress the story and the gameplay.

The goal is to let players think about which item to use in which context and in doing so try
and understand the game world better to progress as a player.

Environments
● The players will be able to walk around in the premises of the diner and it’s

extensions.
● The explorable areas will include:

○ The dining area
○ Restrooms
○ Hallway
○ Kitchen
○ Manager’s office
○ Changing room
○ Back hallways & doors connecting the playable areas in the level

Showcase:
Main Menu Atmosphere
Dining area
Men’s Restroom
Women's Restroom
Hallway
Kitchen
Changing Room (Early version)
Manager’s Office Inspiration:
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Dialogue & Choices
● The players will be able to go through certain conversations and have dialogs with

NPCs to react to what’s happening in the environment.
● Another part will be making some choices that will affect the gameplay, however will

bear no direct impact to the main points of the story.
○ An example is the boombox in the environment. Early on in the game, the

players can choose which type of music they would like to play while trying to
clear the first objectives.

○ Another example is how the player reacts to phone calls or people knocking
on the door. These will have an effect on how certain objects in the
environments are placed, or if they are indicated to the player at all. If the
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conversations are carried out in a certain manner, the player will receive
some clues.

The goal is to allow the players to have an impact on the gameplay and try to approach each
problem their way hence trying to establish a bond between the player and the main
character.

Showcase:
Choosing Music
Reacting to someone knocking on the door

Survival
● Part of the gameplay consists of the player trying to survive the killer while trying to

escape.
● The players will need to navigate through the dark using different objects such as a

lighter, a flashlight or glowing sticks.
● The players will need to move carefully in the dark to avoid the killer.
● The players will need to use existing mechanics such as carrying and throwing

objects to distract the killer while still trying to solve the existing puzzles in the
environment.

● The players will need to use their knowledge of the map to navigate while trying to
escape the killer, or move in a manner that helps them avoid contact.

Showcase:
Using a lighter to navigate in the dark
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Level Flow
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